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. Brand New. FBI Agents Jack Harper and Oscar Hidalgo are
burned out from too many cases so they schedule a two-week
vacation. Jack plans to hang out with his son, Kevin, then go
fishing in Baja: surf, sun, and son . . . a great combination.
Then Jack gets a phone call from his snitch and on-again-off-
again girlfriend, the sexy and unpredictable car thief, Michelle
Wu. Her sister, Jennifer, has been kidnapped. Frantic, terrified
that Jennifer will be killed, Michelle begs Jack to come to Santa
Fe at once. This is the last thing Jack wants to do but he owes
Michelle big time: She once saved his life. Michelle is pretty sure
a biker named Lucky Avila had something to do with Jennifer s
disappearance. She also admits she did a little business with
Lucky, who might be angry at her. Jack goes out to see Lucky,
hoping for a simple end to the case, but he should have known
better. Anything in which Michelle Wu is involved is bound to be
complex, dark, and wild. Soon Jack is up to his...
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Absolutely essential study pdf. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. I am just happy
to tell you that this is basically the finest pdf i actually have study during my personal lifestyle and can be he very best
publication for actually.
-- Shya nne Seng er-- Shya nne Seng er

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t
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